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The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from French): We shall now contioue '1/1th

and" I hope, oomplete our considera.tion of the three i tema on our agenda. In view

of the faot that time is of the essence, I should Uke to appeal to the members of.

the Committee to limit the length of their statements as much as they possibly can.

QUESTION OF THE COMPOSITION ,OF THE GEDlERAL COMMITlEE OF THE GENERAL~Y

(A/5519; A/SPe/L.10l and Add.l, L.l06, L.lO'J) £:81J (continued)

Q,UlBTION OF ~UITABLE REPMSENTATION ON THE, SECWUTY COUNCIL AND TEE ECONOMIC

AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (A/5520; A/spc/L.104/F.av.l, L.105) ['82J (oontinued)

REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL [ftw:PrER XIII (SECTION vrff (A/550~) L12J
( continued)
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Mr. WYZNER (Poland): At this stage of our discussion" I shall limit

myself to the draft resolution on the campodtioD ot the General Committee of the

General Assembly, contained in document A/sPe/L.10l. ~ delegation has studied

the 54..Power proposal with keen intereat, and we find that basically it constitutes

one et those realistic proposals which do follow a ,eprrect direction and are aimed

at a satisfactory solution of the problem before us. We have felt, however" that

the resolu.tion in question should also give due attention to the geogrliLphioal :regions

from which future Presidents of the General Assembly are to be electf!d. In order
,

to a'sure Just and equitable representation in the General Committee, it seemed

to us iodiapensable to add a paragraph to the annex 01' the draft resolution in

dooument A/SPC/L.1JJ1, to the effect that tJle Presidency of the Geperal Assembly

shall rotate every year among representatives of different regions.
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The amendment to this effect sponsored by the C~echoslovak delegation and

my delegation has been very abJy introduced by my distinguished co-sponsor. The

reasons which prompted us to do so were quite simple. Indeed, it would seem paradoxical

and deprived of logic if, while being concerned with the geographical distribution

o~ almost the entire membership of the General Committee, we were to set aside one

of the most important of its components, the President of the Assembly. It would

amount to the petrification of the existing discriminatory practice against the

countries and regions which have not yet been given equal opportunities in the

election of Presidents of our Assembly.

Is it not startling that among all the organs of the United Nations the

Presidenc~ of the General Assembly remains the on~ oasis where the principle of

just geographical representation has not so far been applied'l To be more specific,

only one out of twenty Presidents of the General Assembly elected so faI' came from

an African State, and -- what constitutes an unprecendented ihjustice -- not a single

President representing socialist countries of Eastern Europe has ever been elected.

That is why we feel it mandatory for our Committee to apply to the Pre6ide~cy

of the General Assembly the principle of just rotation, and that is Why we cannot

share the View, expressed during the course of the discussion, that the eXisting

practice has worked well during the eighteen years of this Organization.

We have joined our friends of Czechoslovakia to sponsor the amendment in the

:firm belief' that its acceptance by the Committee might help to provide for just

geographical representation in this important post of our Organization. ,Therefore,

wb1~e drafting our amendment) we did not intend to impose any strict order of

geographical regions according to which priority should be given in this, so to speak,

Presidency-rotation system) and, as members of this Committee have undOUbtedly

observed, the six principal geographical regions in the proposed paragraph 1 of the

annex to the fifty-four-Pmrer joint dra:ft resolution are listed in their alphabetical

order. We did not establish any rigid order of those regions, putting the main stress.

on the principle of representation itself.

______________..t~"



In the course of our morning meeting, such words as "high 'luaHties", "competence
I

"experience" and "integrity" were used many times by some of the representatives.

We are second to none in demanding that these should be the features of the Presidents

of the General Assembly. But we hardly see this as justifying opposition to our

amendment and th6 omission- of African and East European representatives during the

many years of the existence of the United Nations. I do not believe that anyone

bere would maintain that there are no representatives of those regions who would

meet the above-mentioned demands. an the other hand, we might add, as a very

imp01'tant example, tha,t the Chairmen o:f the main Committees also, Ttrho, in our

opinion, should not be second in the line of high qualifications -- integrity,

intelligence, and all those j.mportant features -- are, according to the draft

resolution elready pr~s~nted by our Afro-Asian friends, to be distributed in

accordance with the principle of just geographical representation.

The representative of Nigeria, at our previous meeting, proposed, as we

understand, in the name of the co-sponsors of draft resolution A/Spe/L.IOl, that

a new formula be inserted in the annex of the draft in place of the one contained

in paragraph 2 of our amendment. This formula reads as follows:

"In the election of the President of the General Assembly, regard shall be

had to equitable geographical rotation of this office among the different

regions mentioned in paragraph 3." (427th meeting, page 72)

The Czechoslovak and Polish delegations were approached by the members of

practically all the groups, who expressed 'themselves ,in favour of the Nigerian

formula. Under those circumstances, although we lilould naturally prefer our

original amendment, I wish to state that, a:fter consultation with mlf Czechoslovak

co-sponsor, we are willing to accept the Nigerian formula on the understanding

that it will be included by the co-sponsors of draft resolution A/SPC/L.lal in

their original text, with the former implications contained in paragraphs 1 and .3
of our amendment.

I wish to express, also in behal:f of my Czechoslovak friends, our sincere

gratitUde to the representative of Nigeria for b~inging forward this formula and

for giving thought to a solution Which, we believe, could be acceptable to everybody

~
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in this Ccmmittee. We ho~ that this will allow us to reach a unanimous decision

on this question, to which we attach particular importance, as do many other

d.elegations around this table.

We wish oClolso, in behalf of: the co-sponsors of the draf't amendment, to express

our sincere gratitude to the representatives who supported our amendment) among

them the representatives of: Morocco) Ghaoa, Guinea~ and others. We wish also

to thank the.representative of Ghana for very valuable suggestions made by him

in the course of our previous discussion.



Mr. U3HER (Ivory Coast) (~nterpretation from French): ~tr delegation

is taking the floor in order to support the draft resolutions in

ducuments A/3PC!L.I09 and A!SPCjL.l10, which have been introduced so eloC].uently

by the represent~~tive of' Ghana. Africans aI'e lmanimous in supporting those

two draft resolutions and they feel some bitterness about the difficulties which

the draft resolutions are encoun'cering. Everyone reoognizes how well justified

our claims are; everyone feels that they are just and that we are merely

requesting our right; but, never'theless) it seems that there is bargaining for

these rights and this bargaining is scarcely concealed in some instances.

For some) the only solution is redis'cribut1on, unless all the Africans

together agree to allow Communist China :I,nta the United Nations. On that

condition) by an amendment of the Charter, our rights would be granted. If by

any chance we did not wish to bargain, then a veto would be passed.

For others) there is no question o:f any redistribution. Only an enlargement

by an amendment of the Charter is possible, and of course there is a condition

here also: the condition that; we do not exceed the number that some would like

to dictate to us. They say, "Pake it or leave it. If' you do not want to

comprolIli se) a veto will be caat. It

So, Whether there is a ve'to on the one hand or three vetoes on the other

hand, the result is "the same: Africa and Asia must con'tinue to wait. However 1

my delegation is among those Which refuse to believe that systematic obstruction

will be maintained against the wishes of Africa or Asia. The draft resolutions

that we have introduced hav~ to some extent given rise to a dispute about figures.

While some .Bay "thirteen", we say ":fifteen". While some say "twenty-four" for

the Economic and Social Council, we say "twenty-seven".

My delegation w:l.shes to state once again 'that the figure does not matter

very much as far as 'lye are concerned. We, are conceroed only with ach1Ernng an

eqUitable distribution of seats. We have already mentioned in our first

intervention that we could even accept the :figure "of eleven members 1f it were

shown that that figure wotud make possible an equitable Bnd acceptable

reallocation of seats. However, sf'cer a thorOUgh study of' the figures proposed

to uS,t it appears that the figure thirteen wouJ.d not be, a good choice. ~rue,

NR/:fw A/3PC/pv.428
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it is not a question of superstition _.. although some people think the figure

thirteen is unlUcky, and I believe that the Security Council, a bo~v called upon

to resolve problems among all States, should 'take into account the Views of those

who do not like the figure thirteen. It Will be noted that with eleven members,
on the Security Council, it would appear that Africa is represented in that body

by two representatives, and everyone recognizes that such a situation is not

e~uitable. However, if there ~ere thirteen, the number of seats allotted to

Africa would still be two, and apparently the ine~u1table character of the

Council would persist, and, if Africa were to demand better representation, it

would seem that Asia would be wronged. However, with the figure fifteen, it would

be possible to have an e~uitable solution. It would then be possible to distribute

the seats between Africa and Asia without thereby taking away tbe priVileges ana

the essence itself of the Security Council. Of course the great Powers would

always remain masters of the situation .and be able to co~trol the debates and

the trend and the decisions of the Security Co\mcil by means of the veto.

With regard to the Economic and Social Council, there 1s no doubt that

the work of this body is turning increasingly to the search for solutions for

the problems of the economically under-developed countries. Therefore we need

the complete co~operation of the under-developed countries as well as that of

the developed countries. An increase in the number of under-aeveloped countries

would be for the better, as indeed has been recognized by the Economic and Social

Council itself in the report which we have been asked to examine.

It seems ·>to me that all these arguments favour our draft resolutions and

that delegations might exercise some charity in regard to the draft resolutions

that have been presented.

With regard to the draft resolution concerning the General Committee, my

delegation is gratified to see that there is unanimity regarding this draft and

that no one continues to link it with other draft resolutions. Therefore we

should be able to come rapidly to a vote on that draft resolution.



My delegation considers also that the Presidency should as far as possible

be on a basis of rotation, but we feel, with the same degree of conviction, that

that should not be set down as a rigid. ru.le. The unfortunate experience through

which we are passing shows us that if, at the time When the previous gentleman I s

agreement was arrived at, the ambassadors had codi~ied the arrangement, Africa

and Asia Would have been forgotten and we should not have had the eminent African

and Asian Presidents who have presided over the General Assembly.

NR/fW A/Spc/pv.428
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My delegation would not wish to conclude these observations of a general

nature without offering its sincere thanks to the delegations of Canada"

Australia and New Zealand, ~hich have res~nded to our appeal by withdrawing

their amendment. My delegation had the painful duty of speaking to this

amendment in the course of our first stetement in the Cermnittee, and "We are happy

to note and to be able to state that the mere withdrawal of this amendment by these

three friendly delegations actually constitutes an effective contribution to

facilitating the regrouping of African states. Thus it is an act for which ~e must

'ue grateful.

In conclusion, my delegation wishes to say that the same arguments Ylhich were

developed against the Canadian amendment namely, geographical distribution -- and

were set forth so eloquently and in much better te~ls than I could present by the

representati ve of Iraq,lead us to state for the record a reservation "With regard

to the statement made this morning by the representative of Iraq concerning a

seat which he wished to be called an Arab seat. My delegation considers that

the Arabs of Africa and this I do not need to tell the Committee -- are.
Africans. There is no need to adduce a~y special evidence in proof of this.

It is only under that heading and in that capacity that this point should be

considered.
For this reason my delegation would state for the record that it will

recognize the access of that delegation to the posts reserved for Africa.

Mr. ZABIGAILO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation

from Russian): The Special Political Committee has before it the ~uestion of

eqUitable distribution of membership in tne Security Council, the Economic and

Social Council and the General Committee of the General Assembly. As is ~ell

known, this question was taken up in a somewhat different Ylay at previous sessions.

The Ukrainian SSR delegation has always considered, and will continue to

consider, that discussion of proposals to change the composition of the

principal organs of the United Nations the Security Council and ECOSOC

should be uased primarily on the matter of maintaining international peace

and security, the universality of our Organization and the development of

friendly relations among states regardless of their social and political.

structures. It must be acknowledged that in this sense the United N~tions



Charter meets such requirements. It contains provisions which lay down the

lJasic tasks of the Organization as 'Vlell as the rights and principles of' its main

organs.

To ensure the most important and noble principle, namely the maintenance of

international peace and security, the Security Council was established. This was

in 1945 when the Charter of our Organization was prepared by those who had

won Victory over the fiercest enemy of mankind: fascism. The San Francisco

Conference acted wisely then in setting up the Security Council, composed of

eleven members, and the Economic and Social Council, composed of eighteen

members.

Since that time different regroupings of the forces in the international"

arena have taken place because of changes of historic importance.

The Ukrainian delegation, in expressing its position of principle on the

question of changes in the structure of the principal organs of the United

Naticns, pointed out as early as the fifteenth session that in view of the

new international relations in the world and the new tasks facing the United

Nations, the time had come when this Question required a solution. My

delega.tion continues to support the proposals for changes in the structure

of' the Unit.ed Nations, especially in the Security Council and ECOSOC in

accordance with the principle of the genuine representation of all three

basic groups of states which exist in the contemporary world, namely, the

Socialists, the neutral countries and the states of the Western military bloc.

Facts require the elimination of the dominant position of representatives

of the Western military bloc within the organs of the United Nations, such

domination being detrimental to the interests of the neutral and socialist,

countries. For these reasons, the Ukrainian delegation accepts in full

understanding the legitimate reqUirements and demands of the young countries

of Asia and Africa concerning their representation in the United Nations organs,

including their right to decide questions of international peace and security.

These reqUirements call for our particular sympathy because of the intolerable
discrimination which exists within the Security Council.

There ia no need to adduce examples to show that the Western countries

fail to observe this right,. thus retaining their numerical priVilege in the

Security Council as well as in other organs so that decisions may be taken in

their OVln interests in disregard of the fundamental principles of the

(~ za.bi~ailo, Ukra inlian SSR)
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soverei~1 equality of states, universality and peaceful co-existence as laid down

in the Charter.



The absence of proper representation of African and Asian countries in

the 8ecurity Council and in the Economic and Social Council particularly increases

tbis numerical advantage of the Western countries in the principal organs of the

United Nations. Accordingly, the wishes of the AfricEin and Asian countries to

be duly represented in these organs have not only our understanding but our

unswerving support. There are real possibilities of realizing these desires.

With a true desire on the part of all lOOmber States of the United Nati. ons,

they can be put into effect. The major international changes have gone .

beyond the conditions which in 1946 were taken into account in coming to an

agreement on the question of boW the seats of the non-permanent members of the

Becurity Council should be distributed. The well-known agreement of 1946 no

longer corresponds to Article 23 of the United Nations Charter, which requires

that in elections of the non-permanent members of the Security Council, among

otbers, due attention should be paid to the fact of equitable geographical

distribution.

The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR, therefore, considers it expedient to

alter the agreement of 1946 and to replace it with So new agreement on the

distribution of seats of the non-permanent members of the Security Council.

W. support, in this respect, the proposal that, as 8 result of such redistribution,

each of the six fundamental geographical regions of the world -- .Africa, Asia,

Eastern Europe, Western Europe, Latin. P.m~i:'i.~a: and the Middle East -- should

occupy one of the six seats of the non-permanent members of the Security Council.

On the same basis, a decision should be sought for the question of the

redistribution of seats in the Economic and Social Council. We cannot fail to

share the concern of those delegations of the Afro-Asian countries in respect of

the expansion of the membership of the principal organs of the United Nations,

since they wish to have sdeCJ.':lste representation in these 9rgans. But the question
t

of the improvement of the; strilet.ure of the United- Nations is one Which involves

several indispensable changes in the Uri:it:e.~· Natio~~ structure. In this sense,

the delegation of the Ukrainian SSR once again would like to stress, as it has done

BHS/dwg A/Spc/pv.428
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at previous sessions, the close inseparable links which) with the improvement of

the United Nations structure, would be brought about by the restoration of the

legitimate rights of the People IS Republic of China in its organs, and primarily

in the Security Council. Leaving aside the political aspects of this connexion,

which are very well known to everyone, we shall only point out its juridical

aspects.

Under Jrrticle 108 of the Charter) any amendment of the Charter, as was

mentioned this morning, should inter alia be ratified by all the permanent

members of the Security Council, and this includes the Government of the People's

Republic of China. Therefore, any attempt to bring about any changes in the

Charter in the absence and in disregard of the People1s Republic of China would

be purposeless from the very outset.

It is essential to eliminate flagrant violations of the United Nations

Charter in respect of the Chinese People's Republic and to restore its

legitimate rights in the United Nations. OtherWise, there are no conditions for

coming to an agreement on the question of changes in the United Nations Charter.

Any review of the United Nations Charter in the absence of the Chinese People1s

Republic could only lead to a precedent of the recognition of the notorious

theory of two Chinas, which is incompatible with international law and with

historical realities.

This irrefutable fact should be remembered particularly by those

representatives who so often and insistently talk of discrimination against their

countries, whichare Members of the United Nations anQ which quite rightly Qemand

more active participation and representation,but which at the same time forget that

this precise injustice and discrimination exists in respect of a great countrY,trB

Chinese Peoplets Republic and haG existed for a very long time, Which, in our

view, is without precedent in the annals of international relations. It is

primarily these representatives who should agree with those delegations that are



trying to obtain the re~toration of the legitimate rights of the Chinese People's

Republic in the United Nations. It is clear that only in these condition~ will

the broad highway be opened for the expansion of the primary organs of the

United Nations) the Security Ccuncil and the Economic and Social Council) for

the proper representation in these organ~ of the Afro-Asian countries. Until

the rights of the People IS Republic of China are restored in -the United Nations)

the only realistic method of increasing representation of the Afro-Asian countries

in the Security Council and the Economic and Social Council is, as we pointed out,

a redistribution of the existing seats in these organs.

The delegation of the Ukrainian BSR considers it proper to come to an

agreement about e~uitable distribution in the General Committee particularly

because the proposal is not linked with a review of the United Nations Charter)

and accordingly it can be put into effect at the present session of the General

Assembly. The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR will therefore vote in favour of

the draft resolution in document A/Spe/L.10l, submitted by fifty-four Afro-Asian

countries. It would be fully logical to apply this proposal not only to the

Vic(~-Presid6nts of the General Assembly and the Chairmen of the seven main

Ccmmittees) but also to the office of President of the General Assembly. The

delegation of the Ukrainian SSR fully supports the amendment of the delegations

of Czechoslovakia and Poland. This would create the conditions for a favourable

solution in the United Nations of international problems, which, in turn) would

without any doubt create the conditions for the strengthening of peace, mutual

understanding and to the putting of international relations on a sounder footing.

BHS/gd A/sPcrPv.428
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Mr. FUKUSHJMA (Japan): In order to clarify the position of "the Government

of Japan on the item noW' before this Committee, and in order to be brief, may I be

permitted to explain our attitude on tbe various draft resolutions and amendments

when they come to the vote?

Firstly, with regard to tbe ~uestion of equitable representation on the

Security Council and the Economic and Social Council, we ~ll know what is the

situation. The countries of Africa and Asia are shamefully under-represented in

these or~ns.· of the United Nations. We all know that the best answer would be

the enlargement of the Councils. There are two sets of draft resolutions nov

before the Committee, one SUbmitted by the ~tin American countries and the other

by our brother countries of Africa and Asia. Even though the name of Japan is not

to be found among the co-sponsors of the Afro-Asian draft resolution, we consider

ourselves\as Virtually a co-sponsor because we are ready to become one. Certain

circumstances caused us to wait, and we might even try to have our name inscribed

among the ranks or the co-sponsors. Certainly ve shall vote, in the question of

the Security Council and the Economic and Social Council, as though we were already

one of tbe co-sponsors of the Af'ro-Asian draft resolution which proposes that there

be fifteen seats on the Securlty Council and twenty-seven seats on the Economic

and Social Council.

Secondly, on the question of the composition of the General Committee, ve are

one of the co-sponsors of the 54-Power draft resolution, and, naturally, we do not

bave to explain our attitude on it. However, an amendment has been proposed to this

draft resolution, the amendmen:t proposed by Czechoslovakia and Poland, and on this

I 'Would like to make a comment.

We would have, voted against this amendment bad it been left a.s it was

originally drafted. In this regard,. I express our sincere gratitude for the

good offices of the representative of Nigeria, who undertook to invite a

revision of the amendment. We shall not oppose tbis amendment as now revised,

and we shall act accordingly.

I



Mr. BUOO (Albania) (interpretation from French): For some days now the

Special Politicai Committee has been studying the very important issue of the

equitable representation of Member States on the principal organs of the United

Nations. This is a problem which has emerged from the growth of the Organization}

a growth which in turn is a direct consequence of the great changes that have

taken place in the international picture. Mankind has, in fact, witnessed in the

course of recent years a historic Victory over colonialism by the powerful national

liberation movement of peoples. The wave of revolutionary struggle for liberation

which developed during the years following the end of the Second World War has

shaken the very foundations of the imperialist and colopial domination, which is

now breaking up and coming closer to its inevitable end. ThUS, numerous countries

of Africa and Asia have won their independence.

The people of Albania and its Government have always finnly supported the

legitimate rights of peoples for their freedom and independence. We have been

solidly behind these people in their heroic struggle for national liberat:l.on,

and we have wholehearteqly applauded the victories won by those nations which have

acceded to independence.

The political changes which have been brought about in the continents which

until recently were hotbeds of colonialism are reflected in the composition of the

General Assembly following the admission to the United Nations of the neWly

independent States. At the present time the number of nations in the United

Nations :1.s more than double the membership of 1945. The Albanian

delegation wholeheartedly welcomed the admission to our Organization of the

neWly independent countries and it has repeatedly stressed its deep appreciation

of the active role being played by these new Members in the work carried out

by our Organization to defend the principles of the Charter, the rights of peoples

to self-determination and their right to freedom and independence.

The Albanian delegation considers that the changes that have occurred in the

map of the world and the increase in the number of Members of the United Nations,

in particular of the African and Asian Members, $hould be reflected in the

structure and the activities of the Organization. We consider that the claims of

RSH/lh A/spc/pv.428
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the countries of Africa and Asia to equitable representation in the Security Council

and in the Economic and Social Council are fully justified. The demands of these

countries with regard to the two bodies in question could have been satisfied long

ago by an equitable distribution of the existing seats, taking into account the

changes we have just mentioned, if all the States had been inspired by principles

of equality and equity. But such a settlement of this justified request has not

been possible because of the unjustified refusal, advanced without any good reason,

of the Western, Powers who insist, in particular, on pretending that the'

gentleman's agreement of 1946 should be considered as having definitely settled

the question of representation on the Security~Council.

The States of Africa and Asia have submitted a request for an enlargement of

the Security Council a~ of the Economic and Social Council, and they have pressed

for a new distribution of the added seats so that their countries co~d be more

equitably represented in the two bodies in order to ~ake it possible for these

bodies to discharge their functions more efficiently. This request of the

Afro-Asian countries 1s also in accordance with one of the funQamental principles

of the Charter, the principle of the equality of Member States.
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My delegation suppor~s the reql1est of the cOimtries of Africa and Asia

for an increase in the number of seats on the Security Council and the

Economic and Social Council and for a new distribution of the seats thus

added on an eQ.ui table basis which would be in accordance with the new

conditions in our Organization.

We regard it as our most important task to support the just claims of

the newly independent nations which are fighting for full recognition of

their rights and for the consolidation of their independence and sovereignty,

just as we have supported very fir.mly, and shall continue to support, the

struggle of peoples for freedom and independence.

The delegation of Albania considers it necessary to state that the

Q.uestion of an eQ.uitable representation of the countries of Africa and Asia

in the principal organs of the United Nations is different in character from

the question of the restoration of the legitimate rights of the People's

Republic of China in this Organization. We have always stated and we repeat

that the representatives of the Chiang Kai-shek cliQ.ue represent nothing and

have no place in the United Nations, and -they should be expelled from the

OrgAnization without delay. This is reQ.uired by the interests of the

stl'enzthening of our Organization and. the settlement of the great problems

of our age.

It is important to emphasize, in part~cular, that it is obvious that

60 lor~ as the seat of China in the United Nations is occupied by the

representutj.ves of the venal Chiang Kai-shek cliqu.e, the People's Republic

of China cannot assume any responsibility for any activities of the

United Nations, including those relating to amendments to the Charter.

~niB position of the People's Republic of China, which has been clearly

expounded on Dlany occasions by its Government, is in accordance with the

prindple of the soverej.gnty and equaJ.1ty of states. It is the direct

consequence of the failure to reco3Uize the leg:i.tilllate rights of tJ.1e

People's Republic of China in our Organizat:i.on. This position of the

People's RepUblic of China has been affirmed once again in the statement

made on 12 December 1963 by the M.i.ni ater for Foreign Affairs of that country.
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We do not think, furtheI'll1ore, that it is :fair :f'or El Meniber State to

invoke here the People' B :;\epublic of China to ju•.,t:i.i'y 'its own position on

the question under discussion. Hhy seek to make the People t s HepnoUc

of China assume a responsibility which it does not have, tn view of tbe

fact that it is not allowed to participate in our wOl'k1

Moreover, if the Government of the People' 6 Repu,bltc of China were to

give, from Peking} its official consent and to assume responsibility for

one solution or another to the question under discussion, when the puppet

Chiang I~i-shekiats could state their views here -- these persona who

illegally occupy Cbina' B place in the United Nations -- that vould conform

'Wi th the fallacious imperialist theory about two ,(,'hinas. Such a situation

is inadmissible for the People' 6 Republic of China, for there is only one

China, the People' a Republic of China, aJ.1d its Government j,s the only

Government Which represents China.

As regards the attitude of the People t s Republic of China tow81~ds the

struggle of peoples for national liberation and the consolidation of their

independence, there can be no doubt at all. Everyone is aware of 1he

unshakable support given and the immense role played by this great socialist

Power in favour of the movement for the national. liberation and independence

of cO'Lmtries. For our part, we consider mat each Nl.ember state must baae

its position on the matter on the facts of the question) wIthout involving

the People's Republic of Chins) ;.men} under the pressure of the United states,

the People's Republic of China is depriV'ed of its right. to occupy i-be legitimate

place in the United Nations and to -participate in our work. Each coun·tr'y muat

assume i te ovtn responsibilities, must judge and decide 'Whether this question

should be solved by taking favourable action on the just claims of the

countries of' Asia and Africa} or 'Whether there must be stHl fm'ther delays,

on some pretext or other, thus playing the gome of the imperialists, 'Who are

trying by various methods} including obstructlon of the admission of the

People's Republic of China to its legitimat,e seat i.n the United Nations,

to prevent the new!,1ember States of Africa and Ae:L1;l from enjoying thelr

full rights in the United Nations.
Those were the few comments that t~e delegation of Albania considered it



In conclusion} I should like to state once again that the delegation of

Albania} in the light of the considerations that I have just advanced} will

support all appropriate arrangements likely to satisfy} by an increase in the

number of seats in the Security Council and the Economic and Social Council and

by an equitable distribution of the added seats} the just claims of the Member

states of Africa and Asia.

Mr. KARASIMEONOV (Bulgaria) (interpretation from French): I should like

to set forth my delegation1s position on the last three items on the agenda of the

Special Political Committee} the first relating to the composition of the

General Committee of the General Assembly, and the two others relating to the

problem of equdtable representation on the Security Council and the Economic and

Social Council. Although there is a difference of substance between the first

question and the other two, it is nevertheless true that all three reflect the

changes which have occurred in the world since the establishment of the United

Nations. The heroic struggle of a large number of oppressed peoples against

imperialism has been crowned with success, and many countries have acceded to

independence. Having become Members of the United Nations} these countries which

have been freed from colonial servitude have exerted a great influence on the

policy and activities of our Organization. In the ligh~ of the role which those

countries play in the United Nations} we have always greeted with sympathy the

legitimate demands of the new Members of the United Nations -- and particularly

the African and Asian States -- for just and equitable representation in the

various organs of the United Nations.

The delegation of Bulgaria has carefully studied the draft resolution

(A/SPC/L.10l) submitted by a large number of African and Asian States in connexion

with the composition of the General Committee of the General Assembly. The

composition of the General Committee is a question of internal rules, the rules

of procedure} and the General Assembly is free to make the necessary amendments

and additions to those rules. As is known} amendments to the composition of the

General Committ~e were made at the eighth} eleventh and twelfth sessions of the

General Assembly. Since then} there have been important changes in our

Organization. The number of Member States has increased from eighty-two to 111,

(Mr. Budo, Albania)
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and that of African and Asian States, frcm twenty-nine to fifty-six. We regard

as legitimate the re~uest of the countries of Africa and Asia for better

representation in the General Co~mittee whicb would be in conformity with the

role they play in our Organization.

While supporting in principle the draft resolution that has been sUbmitted,

we believe that the ~uestion of the ade~uate representation of countries also

closely affects the question of the Presidency of the Assembly. It is qUite

natural, when attempts are being made to bring the General Committee of the

Assembly into conformity with reality, that a way of naming the President should

be found which would ensure the equitable representation of all the large regions

of the world.



In our view tJ1e system of annual rotation of the poat 01' President is the

tllOst appropriate. The SJll)lJ,dmant proposed. by Czecboslova.lda and Pola.nd

(AisPC/L!107) to draft resolution A/sPC/L~lJj'l t'elloi'toutlly completes tba question

of the appllca'l;1on of tl::1e principle of just and equitable ;representation of'~

Members of: '!Jb.e United. Nations"vhicb is the p:r1nc1ple of the basis of 'this draft.

Therefore, we expect that this amendment will be supported by all delegations

Wo have favoured the 1mplell2nta.tion ot this pl'inciple a:tI.d its applica1i1on to
the General Com1ttee of tbe General Assembly. At the same time we consider,

together nth the co'· sponsors of the d.ra.ft resolution;t.ha.t the forJllJl,a. BUbm1:tted

by the delegation of :Higem in this natter corresponU to the spint ot the

atIlI!ndn:¥:lnt and we 801'8 ready to support Q simLla.r wording.

I should also like to set forth the position of m:J delegation on two

other :1tems on the agenda. of our COEttee. The pos!tion ot the Soc1al:Lst

countries, including my own country) on this problem has alW.YB been clear-cut

and unallIb1guous. We have welcomed and we sba.1.l continue to welCOE vith the

greatest sympe.thy the deHl¥:\nda of' the new bbml>era ot the United Nat10ns to be

better repl'l!Hlented in 'libe primry organs of the Orgau1ZQ.t1on. It this equitabJ.e

I'8prcsentation 1a to be brous;ht about; throUSiJ, an expans10n in the membership

ot the Becur.1.ty Council and the Economic and Socia.l CounoU, it should involve

an amndment to the Charter. It is wall known that this amendment can be

brought a.bout a.s a result of the ratification of this a.mndDent by the p8l'JSn8nt

:MemberB of tha Secur1ty Council, including the People t B Republic ot Ch1tl&.

Uotortunately, foX' years noy, 'We have 'been faced by the grim rea.l1ty tha.t

a group of States continuee to obstruct the restoration of the legitimate rights

of the :People' s Republic of China to sit in tbe Uni.ted Nations. Once it 1s

~cogaized 't.bAtt there exir3ta a legitime.te right of' Cbina. to sit in tbe United

N'a:l,;iot\5, since a.t too present time there is no :represen'ta:tiva of the Peoplets

Republic of China in our O1'ga.n!Z9.tiou, the question of &.J1W3nding the Cbarter nU
COllie: to be Yieved in anotbel' light. We consider that equitable representation

in the principal organs should be one extra reason tor eliminating once and for

aJ.l tJ:de flagnmt injustice wbicl:1 has been tolerated within our Or.ganization ..

AP/ate; AjSPC/W..428
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There 1s no doubt, let., sta.te so, tbat 'the Afro-Asian countries ca.n in thb

matter play an increasingly important role. Indeed, how can one think of the

colDPOs1t1on of the principal organs of our Organization and the a.ccession to

index-eodence of the fOrm3r colonial peoples, and at the same time ignore one of the

JDJst IIIl.rked events of our time, that is, the victory ot the Chinese People over the

forces of imper1&.i1sm.. We are of the opinion that as long as tbe legitimate

rights ot the People's RepUblic of China are not recognized in the United Rations;

any aumdment to the Charter is impossible and consequently a provisional

solution should be sought. A solution which in our view would ensure equitable

representation under present circumstances would be the redistribution of

the non-permanent Hats 1n the Sec::ur1ty Council and in tbe Economic and Soo1&1

CouncU, B1nce such a measure could be brought about w1tbout any ~ndment to the

Charter and would therefore bave practical and immediate results. Regardless ot !~
'this position of principle of my delegatioD" we associate ourselves vittl the L
appeal made to the sponsors of the dratt resol\i\tion, conoeI'll1ng tbe composition

of the Security Counc:U a.n4 the :Bcouom1c and Social Oounc:U., not to press

tor a vote on this draft reaolution. 'l'bis would, at the present time, be the

D:>st appropriate soJ.ution" because an equit&ble distribution should in our

view be based upon the Charter of the Un!ted !fat10n8.

Mr. COULIllALY (1IaU) (intaxpzetat1an froll henoh): Our CIo.....ttee I
1s "t the present time confronted with draft :resolutions on items 81 and 82 ~
of the a.pnda ot the eighteenth session" and I had expressed lI13 delegation's ~
views on each of 1;bese drafts and on the amendments reating to these texts.

When the draft :reaolutlon cont&1ned in A/SrojL.lOl was introduced -- 'I1I:J

delegation, of course, 18 a co-sponsor of tbis text -- I aJ.ready expressed tbe

arguJD8nts and p,'" the feel.1ngs that bad guided us 1n d:rafting the ope:rative

part ot tb1s text. ICJ statemnt on this text theretore will Xlllate now to

the aJIIIodments to our text. In this oormexLon, I soould llke to renew our

tJw.Dlf.s to the delept10ns of Australia, canada and lew Zealand for the wderstand1ng

and spirit of UQderstand!ng tbat 'theY have displayed 1n withdraw:Lna

their .-nc!mlmt. 'rba't ~ndMnt -'8 :reall.y not justified and its mainteDt.nQe

would ha.... created a sit\aliLtion that ye would not bave Yisbed to see developed

ow1ns to the consequences that it would b&w entailed.
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With respect to the urrendrrent introduced by Czechoslovakia and Poland

(A/r-PC/L.IO?), my del~gation shares the view that all states are equal in

this Organization, and we also believe in the equality of all regional groups.

My delegation is therefore convinced that the countries of Eastern Europe should

te able to have access to all posts of responsibility in our Organization. But the

present wording of this arrendrrent gives rise to sorre reservations on the part of

my delegation, and in this connexion I share the comreents and the suggestions w~de

this morning by my friend, the representative of Ghana) who is the present Chairman

of the African group. As a matter of fact, the concept of the introduction of the

idea of the Middle East as a geographical area in this text does not meet with my

delegation's satisfaction. And just as my delegation has spoken out against the

concept of the Commonwealth, in the sarc.e way my delegation does not approve of the

introduction of the Middle East as a geographical zone for the purposes of the

distribution of seats in the various bodies of the United Nations.

With respect to the draft arrendment introduced by the Latin American countries,

my delagationis awaiting the clarification to be given following upon the

consultatior.enow in process on this amendKent) and my delegation will give its views

on this amendrrent in due course.

With respect to draft resolution AjSPC/L.109 and A/SPC/L.IIO

my delegation fully shares everything that has been said by the representative of

Ghana who introduced these two draft resolutions on our behalf. However, I should

like to add, since reference has been made to the position of the People's RepUblic

of China in connexion with comments rr.ade on these two draft ~esolutions, that my

Governrrentls position on the question of the restoration of the legitimate rights

of the People I s Repuolic of China as a founding Member hEts not changed in any way.

My delegation remains convinced that the People[s Republic of China should be

restored to its rights as a founding Member and we consider that that country alone

represents the people of China.
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But, as I have had ocaasion to state at other times, the search tor solutions

permitting us to redress an 1njust1oe to the People's Republic ot China should Dot

contribute to perpetuating an equally serious injustice committed against the

peoples of Atr1ca and Aaia; tor 1n te.ct if the People'. Bepu.bUc ot China llu 'been

unjustly kept out of our Organization, it remains equally true that the peoples

ot Africa and Asia are also depr1vetl 01" their representation,a~a oootin-.nt,

in the Becurity Council and in the Econccn:t.c aod Social Council.

The diUerent comments that bave beea made tbJ.s afternoon and thi. moZ'I11nS

concerx:lini the provision. of our Clraf't resolution relatiDi to the two Councils

have not upset my delegation t 8 deep-rooted conv1ct:LouI 1n th1s matter, an4 thenfore

my delegation is 81;111 convinced tbat the two draft resolutions (A/SPC/L.l(Y:) and

A/SPC/L.UO} shoul.d be s)1bm1tted to the vote in this OoaIII1ttee, and :Lt should be

done this very afternoon.

Obviously, th1s moZ'l11nS we beaZ"4 atatememts by P'OUP8 or delepUOI1s wbich

expressed ..... and. this for cl1:rterent reasons .... t.he:Lr oppol1tioD to our two 4z'att

resolutions. But my delegation he.a a great cleal ot cI1tt1eulty 111 beUev1.n& that

those delesationa wiU contlnJJ8 to I'8a1n insensitive to the weight ot our al'SUIDIIIlta

and the Just1ce of our ol&1M.

Mr. DIALLO TeU1 (Guinea) (:lnterpret&tiOl1 trcxI henchh 1Iz'. Cba1J.'man,

'the repN8eD."tat:lve of Guinea has 1Dtol'M4 fOU, throu8h the 8e~tar1.t, ~t. he

wu not iD a po.1t10n to make hi. .tatement at :the pWlMDt time 'beca~ ot the

dac:ls:1on Just made to hold a ...t1D& of tbe AfZ':Lou SZ'O'UiP at t.b1. t1me, aJI4

secondly,because of information about the Latin American group 'Which 18 still meeting.

I 'VouJ.d therefore like to ask your forgiv~ne~s, bu:; I canDOt make ., .t&~t

before receiv1nS intPZ'lD&t1OD from the .l:tri.can Ia'OVP and, MOO1ldly, f1taI the

Latin Ame1':1oe.n group.

Mr. lZICIC (Yusoelav1a) s '1be Y\JiOllav 4elepUcm b.u to1.1.oH4 tbe qwa.t10Zl

at eq,Uitable I"6pJ"eHDta.cm 1D tiM Ol'pJUI at the UA11ie4 .t1.cms vs.tb earetu1 attAiDt1CXl

aa4 lIl'ten.t since :I.t t1rat Q.P8U"84 CC the~ et (NI' OI'pD;I.~t1C11lat 1ibe

1
1



eleventh session. Frcm that time up to the present, this problem has become more

and more urgent and an adequate solution for it has become a prerequisite for

further effective and successful work) not only of the organs concerned but also

of our Organization as a whole. j~ confirmation of this in fact is the importance

and place which has been attributed to the problem of representation in the main

organs,. l:m;:ely, in t11e Security, Council and the Economic and Social Council,

at previous sessions of the General Assembly) as well as by the Committee on

Arrangements for a Conference for the Purpose of Reviewing the Charter.

In addition) this problem has been considered by the Bandung Conference J

as well as by two other important and historical international conferences:

the Belgrade Conference of the Heads of State of the Non-Aligned Countries in 1961)
and the. Conference of the Heads of State of the African Countries in Addis Ababa

in 1963. In this connexion) the participants of the Belgrade Conference stated

the following in their r:eclaration:

IlThe participating countries consider it essential that the

General Assembly of the United Nations should) through the revision of

the Charter) find. a solution ·to the question of expanding the membership

of the Security Council and of the Economic and Social Council in order

to br'ing the composition and work of these two most important organs

of the General Assembly into harmony with the needs Of the Organization

and with the expanded membership of the United Nations. 1l

The Addis /i.baba Conference itself passed a resolution demanding a just and.

equitable representation of Africa in the principal organs of the United Nations.

In keeping with these conclusions) the elaboration of which the

Yugoslav Government either participated in) or supported) my delegatioll is

striving for the best possible and speediest solution to the problem of

enlarging the Security Council) the Economic and Social Council and the

General. Committee) us it has done at previous sessions wnich dealt with this

problem. Following with special interest the development of this problem at

this year's session, and in our Committee as well) the Yugoslav delegation is

pleased to note the fact that the justified request for a solution to the

problem has met not only with general recognition but also with the readiness to
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solve it as soon as possible and, if feasible, by the end of the present session.

The maximum efforts being exerted to this end, are the best guarantee that a final

solution will be arrived at. Thereby a serious injustice to the newly-independent

countries who through no fault of their owp were absent when our Organization

was being formed, will have been rectified. The fulfilment of thdr. right to

be more adequately represented in the Upited Nations organs will equalize their

duties with their high responsibilities. This will assuredly contribute towards

more effective work by our Organization, to strepgthening its prestige and

consolidating the foundations upon which it rests.

For all these reasons, and guided by its long-standing attitude to

tbis problem, the Yugoslav delegation co-sponsored the dJ;'aft resolution (A/SPC/~.lOl),

and will vo~e ip favour of the draft resolutions contained in documents A/SPC/L.109

and A/SPC/L.llO. At the same time my delegation will vote in, favour of the

amendments contained in documents A/SPC/L.107 and A/SPC/L.10B.

He are firmly convinced that £111 these resolutions will represent an

important result of the efforts made so far to find a definitive an~ lasting

solution to an important and very vital problem for our Organization.

The CHf.~I~JlN (interpretation, from French): The next speaker on my list

is Mr. Chang, to whom I~give the floor.

t'

3.1so

banee

nain

bed

md

.ons. Mr. CEU\NG (China): Mr. Chairman, as the presiding officer of the

Committee, you are under obligation to a~dress me as the representative of China.

I deplore the discourtesy you have shown.

I should lil~(: to make the position of my delegation clear in regard to the

various proposals that are before the Comrnittee. Let me say at the very outset

tnat my delegation has for years stressed the necessity and urgency of giving

adequate representation to new Member States on the principal organs of the

United Nations. In our view, the gro~ing importance of Asia and Africa should

and must be ad.equately reflected in the composition and membership of such

to important organs as the Security Council and the Economic and Gocial Council.



So lOng as the international situation continues to be unfavourable for a

gene~al Charter review) the only ~olution to this problem is by Charter amendment

as provided for under Article 108.
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lmendment The Soviet Union has persistently been opposed to this. This opposition

has been reiterated this morning by the SOViet delegation. Once doga1n an

irrelevant issue hae been brOUght in to support the untenable Soviet position.

We should. not let a group of people outside the United Nations dictate wbat

we should or should not' do here. The fact is that the Soviet Union is not

interested in giving the new Member states what is obviousJ.;y their due. It 16

onl\Y concerned vith the interests of the Soviet bloc. Instead of favouring

enlargement of the Councils, the Soviet representative continues to harp on the

theme of redistributing existing seats. My delegation believes that aJ,.together

too much time has 3,lready been 'Wa~ted on persua.ding the Soviet Union to chan$8 its

mind. We are of the opinion that if the Committee really wants to amend the Charter,

it should. proceed to do so without further delay. Let us 6SLopt the necessary

amendments first and worrY' a.bout ratification later. It is gratifying to note

that an increasing number of delega.tions now share this view.

We have 'before us two sets of draft resolutions, one eet submitted by the

latin-American Powers in regard to the enlargement of the Security Council and

the Economic and Social Counc1l and another set SUbmitted by the Afro-Asian

Powers, There are also various amendments to the draft resolutions. It seems

quite clear that the major geographic groups are in full agreement so far as

enlargement of the Councils is concerned. There is considerable ditterenqe,

however, in regard GO the size of the enlargement, and the manner in Which the
•

seats should be distributed after the enlargement ill made. In these last hour8'

ot the present sessiOIl of the C'.eneral AssembJ.¥1 :I.t is unl1ke],y ,that a eatisfactory
~

agreement could b(; reached 'between the various groups • Hasty action mAY do ~ore

harm than good. My delegation is inclined 'to believe that it is the 'better part

of visdan for the sponsore of the various re~01ut1oI18 not to press for a'V'ote on

their dre.tts at the present time. We be11eve that time is needed t'O work out
& sat1Qf&cto'i;'y .,olu.t10~ tor sa pa:rttee. .My deleB'totion favours and continues to

favour speedy action. But the speedyacUoD: should not be anh1eved at "tile ex;peJ:l.$ft

ot go.od .1Ud~~ and. mature c()nsideration'.
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The fifty-four-Power draft resolution in regard to the question of the

composition of the General Committee of the General Assembly has the support

of my delegation. We bel ieve that the allocation of seats contemplated by the

draft is) on the whole} well considered and equitable. We cannot) however} gi~~e

our support to the amendment submitted by Czechoslovakia and Pcland. To make

the election of the President subject to geographic distribution in so rigid a

manner is to destroy the impartiality and disinterestedness associated with the

office of the President. This would tend to affect adversely the prestige and

authorHy of the Presidential office.

Mr. PRANDLER (Hungary): Ever since the Hungarian People I s Republic

has become a Member of the United Nations} my delegation has consistently

advocated those ideas and organizational measures which h(,1p the newly independel

countries just emerging from colonial and imperialist domination t~ get their

due representation and greater say in conducting the activities and life of tt~s

Organization.

My delegation is fully aware of the fact that the rapid increase in the

merr:bership and essential changes in international relation,s wculd certainly

necessitate a more equitable representation in a number of organs of the Uniteii
Nations.

While we resolutely do our best to promote and foster the aims and goals Oii:'

the neWly independent and <i~veloping nations of Africa) Asia and Latin America",

we are ~lso bound to safeguard the spirit and the letter of the Uni ted Nations

Charter. It 17.eans that we cannot proceed to solve this grave problem of

under-representation unless the respective provisionsof the Charter are duly

honoured. That is why we have joined those delegations which upheld tl*:eir
, .

determined oppoEition to any revisicn ')f the Charter '\-IHhcu+ the cO:'.scnt of

IJne of the permanent members of the Security Council} the People IS Rel;lublic of
China.

There is no doubt that the blame for the delay and filibustering of this

10~&\-overdue reVision lies with those who do not want to take into account' t.he
jUdgement, and opinion of -the P 1'"\1 I R bl'

eo.!:;' e s epu lC of China) ',{hich is a r:ermant:l"'.;t
lllFlmher of the Security Council, and who do their utmost to bar the TC0plc I::

RepUblic uf rhiua fr t k' 't .
om a lng 1 s rlghtful place in the United Nations.
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The Committee will certainly recall that my delegation, together with many

others, has al~ays tried to find a workable solution for equitable representation

in the Security Council and in the Economic and Social Council. life did so

because our region, Eastern Europe, itself is under-represented in several organs

of the United Nations, and it is even often denied its lawful seat in the

Security Council. It is no wGnde~, therefore) that proposals have been advanced

to settle the matter on a temporary basis by reaching agreement on a new

distribution of tLe seats of Lon-permanent nembers of the Security Council and of

seats in the Economic and Social Council. That is w~ the Hungarian delegation

supports the position explained by the representative of the Soviet Union,

Ambassador Fedorenko in his statement of 10 Lecember 1963 and in the statement

made today, giving a realistic appraisal of the situation, that there is

no choice but to redistribute the given non-permanent se~ts of the Security

Council and the seats in the Economic and Social Council. This stand is based

on the desire to help the emerging nations of Africa and Asia to have more

equitable representation on the one hand, and to observe strictly the spirit

and letter of the Charter on the other.

In spite of the fact that the Hungarian delegation would also be pleased

if the enlargement of the United Nations organs could take place in strict

observance of the Charter provisions, we are of the opinion that the above

mentioned proposal constitutes the only realistic approach at present.
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It is an undeniable fact that the rapid increase in membership would

necessitate an increase in the seats of the organs in ~uestion. But) as is

well known this' increase would involve a revision of the Charter in accordance, .
with the provisions of Article 108 of the Charter. And then the ~uestion

inevitably arises: who would ratify this amendment? Here we are again

confronted with a guestion of the greatest significance. Should it perhaps be

the fucmintang cligue of Taiwan that will ratify the amendment? There is no

doubt any such so-called ratification would be null and void. On the other

band) recognition of such ratification would only mean the abandonment of

our incessant fight for the rightful representation of the Peoplels Republic of

China. Furthermore) such recognition would advance the cause of those who are

in favour of the false conception of the two Chinas. That is why it is not

the act of representation which is linked to the restoration of the rightful

place of the Chinese People1s Republic) but it is the very procedure of

ratification of any amendment which should necessitate the solution of the

rightful representation of all the permanent members of the Security Council.

If we were to act contrary to the provisions of the Charter) it would

further weaken the United Nations ~- which) I am sure) is not the iLtentio~ of

those who submitted the draft resolutions calling for the enlargement of these

two important organs of the United Nations.

As for these draft resolutions) my delegation will vote against them)

taking into account the above-mentioned considerations.

It is our firm belief that the best way to eliminate the inevitable

impasse would be to withdraw these drafts and to allow time for further

consultations. That would be the only realistic assessment of the situation
at present.

As far as the draft resolution contained in dccurr,ent A/SPC/L.10l is

concerned) on the composition of the General Committee) the Hunga~ian delegation

will vote for it in order to increase the membersbip of that body without

delay. In that connexion) the Hungarian delegation warmly supports the

amendment by Poland and Czechoslovakia in its final wording.
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Mr. TARAZI (Syrin) (interpretation from French): I wish to make a

brief statement in order to clarify the position of my delegation on the draft

resolutions and amendments which have been sUbmitted.

As regards the draft resolutions rela~ing to the luesticn of e~uitable

representation on the Security Council and on the Economic and Social Council,

documents A/SPC/L.I09 and .A/SPC/L.llO, my delegation would like to support

everything that has been said by the representative of rra~. Indeed, the

representative of Ira~ established the position of my telegation, particularly

concerning the fact that the Arab countries should have a seat of their own in

the Security Council.

Still on the subject of these draft resolutions, for which my delegation

will vote, I should like to point out that, since my Government recognizes the

Government of the People1s Republic of China as the sole representative of China

in the United Nations) and since the rights of that Government should be

restored in the United Nations, my delegation enters the most express

reservations concerning a ratification by China which would not emanate from

the Government of the Peoplets Republic of China. In view of this fact, and

with this reservation, my delegation, as I have said, will vote in favour of

the aforementioned draft resolutions.

As for the draft resolution on the composition of the General Committee of

the General Assembly, my delegation will naturally vote in favour of it, since

it is a co-sponsor of the draft. However) we also accept the idea expressed

in the amendment submitted by the delegations of Poland and Czechoslovakia in

document A/S'PC/L.107; we consider t~at all regions named in that amendment

should be considered as having an interest in offering a President to the

General Assembly_ My delegation will vote in favour of this amendment in its

final form.
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Mr. RCSSIDES (Cyprus): My delegation has always felt that it was

necessary to expand the main organs of the United Nations in order to comply

with the requirement of equitable representation in these organs, ooth from the

point of view of the expansion of the membership of the General Assembly and

from the point of view of equitable geographical distrioution. However, there

is also another aspect, which is equally important -- that of bringing into

these main organs of the United Nations the new spirit Which a great numoer of

neWly inde~endent countries have brOUght to the United Nations and which has

been reflected in the General Assembly. That enlivening new spirit of the new

countries should be equally reflected in those main organs of the United Nations

the Security Council, "the General Committee, and the Economic and Social Council.

That is wby my delegation has joined with the other Afro-Asian countries in

sponsoring the three draft resolutions contained in documents A/SFe/L.I01,
A/SFC/L.IC9 and A/sPC/L.llO. ObViously, as a co-sponsor, we support these

draft resolutions.

Now, with regard to the amendments: As to the amendment by the Latin

American countries, contained in document A/spe/L.I08, it is our understanding

that this matter bas been considered, and I reserve my right to speak about it

later. .la regards the amendment contained in document A/spc/L.IC7, touching

upon the election of the President of the General Assembly, we are very happy

to see the Nigerian sub-amendment to that amendment, which makes it clear that

the election of the President will not be decided mainly by the geographic

consideration, but that other aspects which are so important in the function of

the Presidency should be considered. It has been very pertinently pointed out

by the representative of the United states that the functions of the President

of the General Assembly qre particularly internaticnal in their character and

should be so in order that tbese functions may be carried out in the sense of

the Charter. That is Why, in the Charter and in the rules of procedure, there

is no mention of any representative distribution in connexion with the functions

of the President of the General Assembly. Of course) all other considerations

being e~ual) great regard should be paid to equitable geographic representation

in the taking over of these important functions.

ThiS, in a few words, is our position on the various drafts. I will take

up no more of the time of the Committee.
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Tr.e CF~I~J\N (intErpretation from French): The representatiYe of

Canada has askea for thefloor on a point of order.

Mr. CHAPDELAlNE (Canada): In view of the importance of the discussion

which this Corr~ittee held this morning, I should like to propose that the

proceedin8s of this IDorning1s session be rep 'oduced and circulated verbatim in

the same manner as is generally done for the first Committee. My proposal would,

consequently, imply a revision of the request made this morning by the

representative of the United Arab Republic regarding the circulation of the

statements made by the permanent members of the Security Council.

TL/hrh

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from French): The representatiYe from

Canada has asked that the discussion which took place this morning be reproduced

in full in the verbatim records of our meeting. Is there any objection to this?

Mr. BUDO (Albania) (interpretation from French): I have no objection,

Mr. Chairman, to the request just made by the representative of Canada. But it

would perhaps be fairer to publish in ext~ all the statements made both this

morning and this afternoon. I understand the importance of the statements made

by the permanent mc~berB} but there were other statements made this morning,

and why should we draw any distinction between those made this morning and those

made this afternoon? I believe it would only be fair, if the Committee agrees,

of course, to decide to publish in extenso all of the statements made today.

Mr. CHAPDELAlNE (Canada) (interpretation from E'rench): Mr. Chairman,

I whole-heartedly support the request of our colleague from Albania.

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from French): The representatives of

Canada and Albania have proposed that all of today's discussions should be

reproduced verbatim in the records of o~r Committee. If I hear no objection,

I shall take it that this proposal has the approval of the Committee.

It was so decided.



The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from French): I now give the floor to

the representative of Iraq in exercise of his right of reply.

Mr. PACHACHI (Iraq): My colleague the Ambassador of the Ivory Coast

seems to have misunderstood some remarks I made this morning. I expressed some

doubts about the advisability of having a special mention in any resolution of a

non-geographical group, such as that of the Commonwealth. I said that in

practice there can be no doubt that at least one Commonwealth country would be
, '

represented on the General Committee. I want the same thing to be understood

with regard to the representation of the Arab states on the Security Council.

I did not advocate that there should be a specific mention of the Arab states in

the draft resolution proposing the enlargement of the Security Council, in

document A/SPC/L.109. Had I done so, then perhaps I could have been accused of

being inconsistent with What I had said regarding the Commonwealth -- though I

happen to believe that, unlike the Commonwealth, the Arab States form a

distinct geographical unit) homogeneous) bound together by formal legal and

political ties) as well as deep-rooted historical and cultural ties, that cannot

be dissolved. As I said, I did not ask for a specific mention of the Arab States

in the draft resolution regarding the Security Councilj but I expressed the hope

indeed the conviction -- that at least one Arab State, whether from Africa or

from Asia) will 'be on the Security Council and will have one of the five seats

envisaged for the countries of Asia and Africa on that Council.

It is true that the Arab States happen to be situated in both Asia and

Africa. But that is not a barrier at all. They have existed in those two

continents from time immemorial. And besides) the fact that there is a

specific mention of this or that continent in the United Nations does not in

any way create or impose a barrier against one people.

But there is another reason Why we feel justified in asking that at least

one of the seats allocated to the continents of Asia and Africa be allocated

to an Arab State. It should be noted that in resolution A/SPC/L.109, the

11 gentlemen I s agreement" reached in 1946 in respect of the seats to be allocated
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to Eastern Europe, to Latin America, to Western Europe, and to the Commonwealth

in this instance referred to as !lather States ll
-- that llgentlemen1s agreement ll

of 1946 regarding the number of seats to be given to these regions has been

kept intact and, in fact, reaffirmed in the resolution contained in

document A/SPC/L.I09. And what was the agreement that was reached in 19467

The agreement was that there should be two non-permanent seats for Latin

America, one seat for Eastern Europe, one seat for Western Europe, one seat

for the Commonwealth, and one seat for the Middle East. But now we are

entitled to ask why it is that the seats that were the subject of the

"gentlemen 1 s agreement" in 1946 with regard to Eastern Europe, Latin America)

Western Europe and the Commonwealth -- which is referred to here as 1lother

States" -- are reaffirmed, but the 'seat of the Middle East was somehow lost

and not reaffirmed. I think we would be justified in asking that the seat to

which the Middle East was entitled in 1946 should be treated in the same way

as the other seats that ~vere allocated to the various regions in 1946. But we

tave not asked that. We have not asked that in order to maintain the

solidarity of the Asian and African States. vTe agreed that) instead of a

specific mention of the Middle East seat) it should be counted among the five

seats to be given to Africa and Asia.

But is it too much to ask -- not in a formal resolution, but in a statement

made on behalf of seven Arab States of the Middle East,that do not happen to be

sponsors of this draft resolution -- is it too much to ask that these seven

States should make a formal declaration to the effect that at least one seat

from among the five given to the countries of Asia and Africa should be given

to an Arab country?
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In view of the fact that the practice accepted in 1946 and reaffi~med here

should 8180 be reaffirmed in respect of the. Middle East seat, in view of the

fact th~t the number of the Arab states entitl&s them to at least one seat

on the f~ecurity Council, in view of the fact that here we have a C;:'cl:p of

States which are geographically contiguous and which are bound by strong

political, historical and cultural ties, wanting to be assured of one seat

on the Security Council but not going to the length of insisting on a specific

mention either of their region or of themselves as Arab ritates but making a

declaration expressing the hope and the conviction that among the five

seats one will be reserved for the Arab states -- I think that nobody can

quarrel with that request, which I think is based on unassailable legal,

political and historical grounds.

)Vir. PAZIDfAK (Afghanistan): It has only become necessary for my

delegation to stute its position clearly on the issues before this Committee.

In doing so, I need not speak about the well-known injustice prevailing for

too long concerning the representation of Member States on the organs of

the United Nations, for cctcdy denies this injustice any more. In this

connexion, I wish to emphasize only the injustice done to the counh'ies of

Asia and Africa in the United Nations.

Since the best answer to the situation of the under-representation of

.Asia and Africa consists of steps to be taken for increasing the number of

seats, my delegation naturally RU:Hor-':J;; .fully the draft resolutions submitted

by the countries of Asia and Africa. As far as the substance of these d:raft

resolutions is concerned, we associate ourselves fully with it. We have taken

full part in the discussions and the agreement which has resulted in submitting

them to the Committee, as is known to all the countries of Asia and Africa,

particularly the sponsors of these draft resolutions; and our understanding

of them is the same as that of the sponsors as presented when they introduced

the draft resolutions.

1).,.8 far as the s:r;;cnscrehip of these d:raft resolutions is concerned,

my delegation had a certain consideration which is fUlly understood by the

sponsors, as we explained it to them -- which consideration, however, does

not in any ";lay 11:e011 any lack of support on our part for the d:raft resolutions.

(Mr. Pachachi, Iraq)
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This particular consideration meant our full support for the draft resolutions

in any case but also with due regard to the possibility of reaching an agreement

acceptable to all geographical groups in the United Nations by means of a

more acceptable approach to the way of dealing with the question. :By this we

meant the possibility of further negotiations approved by all sections in the

United Nations on the basis of the ..silm-",f:d.con draft resolution~, taking

into account 8.=-.1 other proposals and points of vie'iT submitted to the Co:mruittee

at this session, in the form of a negotiating body formally appointed by the

General Assembly at this session in the event that no effective decision is

taken at this session.

Having clarified our position on ~tOAP. draft resolutions, I do not need

to do the same about the draft resolution~ in document A/SPC/L.10l, which we

have sponsored. However, some amendments to this draft resolution have been

submitted. Our position in connexion with these amendments is as follows.

We express our satisfaction that the sponsors of the amendment in

document A/srC/L.I06 have decided to withdraw their amendment and thus We are

relieved of any commitment -- I repeat, of any co:mmitment -- to the Commonwealth

countries as such. We consider the termination of the desire of the

Commonwealth countries to demand this privilege further as another step in

the direction of the elimination of the injustice represented by the enjoyment

of privileges on the part of the Commonwealth countries and also on the part

of the other Members of the United Nations. For their understanding of
I

the situation, we extend to the sponsors of this amendment our feeling of deep

appreciation.
Hith regard to the amendment in document A/SPC/L.10B, my delegation has

no objection to its adoption. Therefore, if it is put to a vote, we shall

support it.
As for the amendment in document A/SPC/L.107, we prefer to vote for

the amended form suggested by Nigeria this morning, because there are good

reasons behind the sub-amendment of Nigeria, but in any case we shall not

oppose it even in its present form.
As for the two draft resolutions submitted by the countries of Latin America)

my delegation will state its position at a later stage.



Mr. EL-FARM (Jordan): Agenda items 12 and 82, which are now before us,

are indeed very unfortunate items. They have been before this body since the

eleventh session. They are intended to find ways and means which would help in

achieving ade~uate representation in the Security Council and in the Economic and

Social Council.

We need not press the point that the United Nations today is reaching

universality. Whereas the Members of the United Nations, when the Charter was

drafted and when what is known as the London ll gentleman t s agreement ll was reached,

did not exceed fifty-one in number, today we have one hundred and eleven Members,

with two additional Members to be admitted next week.
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l~e all seem to be in compl!=!te agreement that the new Members are under

represented in the two Councils. The disagreement among the Members, however,

is as to how to remedy such a defect. We have heard Members call for

redistribution of seats in a manner which would reflect the Membership of the

United Nations as it is and would meet the provision c~lling for equitable

geographic representation as stipulated in the Charter.

Many Members insist that we should not consider the idea of redistribution,

but should give careful attention to the idea of enlargement -- which needs

revision of the Charter and which is, they maintain) the only practical and

reasonable solution. Other Members) the Soviet Union in particular
j

refer to

many inddequacies in the past practice of the United Nations. They cite examples

and offer to remind us that ever since the United Nations was created, not a

single President of the eighteen sessions of the General Assembly was elected

from the Socialist countries. They say that the London gentlemenfs agreement was

violated and many times ignored when the East European seat in the Security

Council was usurped for so many years.

In this context the USSR once. more raises another unfortunate question --

the Chinese question. Finally, Mr. Fedorenko of the Soviet Union made it clear that

the PeopleTs Republic of China objected to enlargement of the Councils and that,

until its admission to the United Nations l redistribution is the solution; and

that being the case, the USSR supports this position.

All these positions are not new to the United Nations. Representation has

been the problem eve~ since its first inscription as an item on our agenda at

the eleventh session. It was not surprising to my delegation, tberefore} to hear

the clear observations made by the representative of the Soviet Union on this

matter. This position is consistent witb the previous positions' of the Soviet

Union in this connexion.

We are not sitting bere for tbe purpose of passing judgements on the

positions of Goverl~ents. This does not help to find a solution to our present

problem. Whetber we j the new Members, like it or not, no enlargement is possible

without a revision of the Charter. And no revision is valid unless it is endorsed

and subsequently ratified by the five perILanent members of tbe Security CounciL

This is a vested right embodied in our Charter, and in attempting to find a

solution the positions of the five permanent members are to be taken into

consideration.



Of course) my delegation maintains and would like to emphasize the point that

the representation of China is not a sub-item now before us. We agree that we

should confine our deliberations to the specific agenda item before us. However,

we cannot ignore the position taken by a Power which has the key to the

enlargement. And while we are not here to find a solution to the Chinese

question) we must realize that this is a position taken by a permanent member of

the Security Council every since this item was first inscribed.

On the other hand) it would be unfair to have the new Members attempt to

achieve their aspirations througb the cold war gate with its many obstacles and

complexities. Their problem is not, and should not be a cold war issue. By

admitting new Members) the United Nations assumed an obligation to give every

one of them equitaple representation in all its organs) including the Security

Council and ECOSOC.

In this connexion, permit me to say tbat the London geLtleme~ls agreement

was :reached at a time when many Po"rers were also responsible for administering

non-self-governing territories mostly in Asia and ~frica. This being the case)

the seats were given to them in their dual capacities in order to secure

eQuitable geographic distribution. Since most of those ex-colonies and

non-self-governing territories are now with us as equal Members of the United

Nations, those Administering Autborities can no longer claim the extra seats

which they had been, given in 1946 when they were responsible for many Asian and

African territories. Moreover) tbe increase in Membership calls for

redistribution and enlargement wherever it is possible and practicable.

We feel that it would be pointless to set in motion and divert our attention

to a procedure of ratification, wben we know very well tbat one of the veto members

intends to block its amendment. Therefore, we earnestly hope that the Soviet

Union w~ll find it possible to co-operate with us in finding a solution to this

problem. He cannot make this problem dependent on otber unrelated questions.

Right of representation in all organs of the United Nations and among all Members

of the Organization is not a conditional rightj it does not depend on the admission

of new Members or the accreditation of any particular Member. To have other Members

deprived of their vested right of eQuitable representation in all Councils until

a certain issue is solved ref~ects on the effectiveness of this body and the

responsibility of its Members.
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To summarize our position on the many draft resolut.ions and amendments before

us, we would like to state that we are a co-sponsor of the dra;ft resolution on lihe

composition of the General Committee of the Assembly (A/Spe/L.10l). We hope that

this draft ~esolution, together with the Latin ;~erican amendroent will be adopted

unanimously.

The amendment suomitted hy Czechoslovakia and Poland. as revised requests that

the Fresidenc:r should rotate every year among six regions. He have heard some

l'.t;embers oppose this amendment on the ground that it would lead to rigid automatic

regional rotation and w(luld affect :the reCluirement of high qualifications and the

possioility of r~hosing tbe oest man. In otber words) we were reminded not to

walk into a kind of group politics.

He have given every consideration to these points. We believe tbat fairness

and practical wisdom should be the factors determining whether or not tbe

amendment is needed. The practice of the United Nations during the last eigbtecn

years vis-a-vis tbis question should also be examined in order to see whether

such an amendment is jU8tifiaDl~. It is clear to my delegation that, during the

last eighteen year~ -- that is) since the creatiOn of the United Nations -- not

one President has been chosen from Eastern Europe. We refuse to oelieve tbat the

candidates from Eastern Europe were not qualified to meet the required criteria,

or tbat the region itself could not offer such a candidate. Moreover) we bave

noticed that the London gentlemen I s agreement of 1946 was not given due regard

and equitable implementation. This oeing tbe case) and considering all tbe

surrounding circumstances, we feel it is necessary to adopt the

Czechoslovak-Polish amendment as revised oy Nigeria, in order to safeguard tbe

rights of all regions.
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As to the draft resolutioD2submitted by thirty~seven African and Asian States

on the enlargement of the two Councils, we are fully in favour of. these two drafts,

and we shall vote in favour of them when they are put to the vote.

As to our share in the new distribution, being a member of the group of

States belonging to the League of Arab states, our position was very ably explained

by the representative of Iraq, and we need not at this stage of our deliberations

add anything to what has already been stated on this question.

Mr. ASTAPENKO (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation

from Russian): The Byelorussian SSR delegation considers it necessary to make a

brief statement of its position on the question under discussion and the proposals

related to it.

Since the time when the United Nations was set up, great changes have occurred

in the world -- changes in the relations of forces on the international scene.

We have seen the growth and strengthening of a world socialist system; the

irreversible stream of the national liberation movements, which have cleared

away in, many regions of the world the colonial regimes, to be replaced by young.

States. Changes have occurred in the membership of t4e United Nations as well.

The membership over this period has more than do~bled. The number of socialist

countries of the United Nations has also doubled.

In 1945 the African coptinent was represented in th~ United Nations, as is

well known, by three States. Now they number thirty-two. The appearance of young

developing States is a result of the collapse of the colonial system and is

inseparably linked with the victory of the forces of peace over fascism at the

end of the Second World War, to the formation of the world socialist system, to

the growth of the national liberation movements of oppressed peoples, to the

contribution of socialist States to the cause of the freedom of colonial peoples

and countries and to the formation of young independent States.

vTe have always believed in the inalienable right of all peoples to self~

determination and to the setting up of independent States. Throughout the years

at the existence of the United Nations, the Soviet Union and the other socialist

countries have unswervingly expressed thems~lves in favour of the speedy liquidation

of colonialism and all its sad consequences. It is precisely the Soviet Union
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which took the initiative for the adoption by the General Assembly of the historic

Declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples.

As is well known, the birth of many young states is linked with this Declaration,

and we have welcomed these states as full Members of the United Nations.

With the full and ~mmediate implementation of this Declaration we have the

emergence of new states. The socialist countries, for their part, have always

based themselves on the premise that the new States, regardless of their size,

geographical position and history, are fully sovereign and equal, and their rights

must be respected. ~e are very sympathetic to the yearnings of the young

independent States for equitable representation in the principal organs of the

United Nations. We have always tried to see to it that the activities of the

United Nations took due account of the interests of all its Members and that

the Organization should reflect the existence of the three groups of States in

the world. It is only in this way that the United Nations can function

effectively as an international organization.

In order to improve the activities of the United Nations, great importance

should be attached to the improvement of its structure. We want to see the

Organization become a vigorous international organ capable of playing an important

role in assuring co-operation among all States. This is precisely what dictates

the desire of the socialist countries with respect to the reorganization of the

principal organs of the United Nations on the basis of the equality of States and

taking due account of the realistic balance of forces on the international scene.

With respect to the guestion of taking due account of the interests of

all Member States and representation in the organs of the United Nations, and

particularly in its principal organs, we cannot fail to point out the totally

ancmalous situation in Which discrimination is permitte~ against one or another

Member State in violation of their rights and interests.

In this connexion, I would like to recal~ that at the sixth session of the

General Assemb~y, when the candidacy of the Byelorussian BSR was proposed by the

Eastern European states for a non-permanent seat on the Security Co~nci~, after

more than twenty ba~~ots it was Greece who was elected in its p~ace. This was

c~early in vio~ation of our rights and interests.



Furthermore, for many years now the non-permanent seats in the Security

Council which belong to the countries of Eastern Europe have unfairly been

apportioned to the Western countries. This is carried out only against us,

the Eastern European countries. Is this admissible1 Is this fair~ After all,

it is an act of discrimination.

Let us turn to the question of the election of the President of the

General Assembly. This question, of course, is not a new one, but it is a

fact that from the time the Organization was set up, candidates from socialist

countries have not yet been elected to the Presidency of the General Assembly,

while some regions of the world have occupied this post more than once, which

is unfair.
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It is necessary also to put an end to the anomalous situation by which the

rights of the great Chinese People's Republic in the United Nations have still

not been restored. A solution of the question of the expansion of the membership

of the Security Council and the Economic and Social Council requires changes

in the Charter of the United Nations, and this is only possible by the restoration

of the legitimate rights within the Organization of the Chinese People's

Re~ublic in accordance with a strict observance of the provisions of the Charter.

Under the present circumstances, the only practical possibility is a

redistribution of the existing seats in both Councils. Basing ourselves on

the changes which have taken place in the world, we believe that it would be

expedient to replace the gentleman's agreement of 1946 by another agreement on

the redistribution of the non-permanent seats in the Security Council in

such a way as to ensure that eaCh of the six fundamental geographic regions in

the world -- Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, Western Europe, Latin America and

the Middle East -- would hold one seat each in the Security Council. In our

view, it would be possible also to solve on this basis the problem of the

redistribution of seats in the Economic and Social Council.

As for the General Committee, my delegation considers that in this case

there is no justification for a postponement of the solution of this problem.

Of course, both in the composition of the General Committee and in the question

of the election of the officers of the General Assembly there should be no place

for discrimination against any states.

Basing ourselves on what we have said, the Byelorussian delegation will

vote for the draft resolution on expanding the membership of the General Committee,

wi th the amendment submitted by the delegations of Poland and Czechoslovakia. With

regard to tbe draft resolutionPon the increase in the number of non-permanent

seats in the Security Council and the increase in the number of seats in the

Economic and Social Council, my delegation "believes that it would be advisable

not to put this to the vote. I~bowever, they are put to the vote, my delegation

will vote against them.



Mr. JARGALSAIKHAN (Mongolia) (interpretation from Russian): Since

the United Nations Charter was adopted great changes have occurred not only in

the United Nations but in the world as a whole, The collapse of the colonial

system and the emergence of new independent states in Africa and Asia, with

their resultant entry into the international scene, as well as the emergence of

the Socialist countries, could not fail to change the balance of power in the

world. In accordance witb this, there have been great and substantial changes

within the Organization itself. It would be natural, therefore, for these

changes to be duly reflected in the structure of the United Nations on the basis

of the proposals of the Afro-Asian countries,

The eighteenth session of the General Assembly is now considering the

question of the composition of the General Committee of the General Assembly and

the equitable representation of States in the Security Council and the Economic

and Social Council. The Mongolian delegation has paid close attention to the

documents relating to the substance of this question and also to the draft

resolutions which bave been submitted,

With regard to ensuring equitable representation in tbe membership of the

bodies of the United Nations, the Mongolian delegation would like to refer to the

statement of the Foxaign~nister of the Mongolian People's Republic Who,

speaking at a plenary meeting of the present session of the General ~ssembly on

1 October, said:

"The Mongolian delegation fully shares the opinion of tbe representatives

of the Afro-Asian countries regarding the necessity for changing the

~tructure of some United Nations bodies, considering it, as we do, a

measure properly responsive to the realities of today,lI (1223rd meeting, p. 41)
The present structure of the United Nations cannot be said to be satisfactory

since it does not fully reflect the position as it now exists in the United

Nations. Therefore, demands have been made for changes in the existing

structure of the United Nations in order to ensure an, equitable distribution of

representation of the Afro-Asian countries. In this connexion, the Mongolian

delegation supports the draft resolution of the Afro-Asian countries on the

composition of the General Committee ~ontained in document A/spc/L.lOl, together

With the revised wording of the amendment submitted to this draft resolution,
A/spc/L.I07.
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With regard to a more adequate representation of the Afro-Asian countries

in the Security Council and the Economic and Social Council, this can be brought

about either through an expansion in the membership of these bodies or by a

redistribution of the existing seats. However, an increase in the membership

would mean a revision of the structure of the prtmary organs of the United

Nations, and this would require a review of the Charter itself, since the

membership of' these organs is laid down in Article 23 of the Charter. Accordingly}

changes in the membership of' these organs would require changes also in the

corresponding articles of the Charter.

With regard to a revision of these articles, if amendments were submitted

then the question would naturally arise that the necessary conditions for this

did not exist. Under the provisions of the Charter, a review of the Charter

requires the participation of all the permanent members of the Security Council,

and, therefore, the absence of' one of the permanent members of the Security

Council, tbe Chinese People1s Republic, makes it impossible to decide this

question at the present time, since Article 108 lays down that it is necessary

to have the participation of all the permanent ~embers of the Security Council in

deciding questions connected with a revision of the Charter. Everyone here well

knows that today one could not see any success in a conference to review the Charter}

and, as we also see, the People I s Republic of' China disapproves of the

question of' a~ending the Ct-arter to increase the ~embership of the princi~al

organs ef the United Nations

ID the light of tbese circumstances, the MOngolian delegation cannot vote in

favour of the draft resolutions calling for an amendment of the Charter. At the

same time, my delegation will support the proposal designeQ to seek an acceptable

way of solving these problems at the moment in the form of a new agreement for a

redistribution of the seats of the non-permanent memoers of the Security Council

and of the Economic and Social Council.

The Mongolian delegation expresses the hope that this important question will

be solved successfully within the framework of the provisions of the Charter.

A settlement of this particular problem would definitely help the efficiency of

the actiVities of the United Nations, which is supposed to be tbe primary.
instrument for the maintenance of world peace.

RSH/stg

(Mr. Jargalsaikhan, Mongolia)
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The CHAIRMAN (interpretation fro~ French): I call on the representative

of Iran, in exercise of the right of reply.

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from French): I call on the representative

of the Ivory Coast in exercise of the right of reply.

~YERI (Iran) (interpretation from French): In his two statements,

this morning and this afternoon, Mr. Pachachi, the representative of Iraq,

supported by various representatives of Arab countries, spoke of the gentleman's

agreement and of the seats in the Security Council which) under that agreement,

were allocated to various regions of the world. If I correctly understood him,

the representative of Iraq gave the impression that the seat assigned to the
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Mr. USHER (Ivory Coast) (interpretation from French): In order that

there may be no misunderstanding, my delegation would like to explain what we

had ~n mind when we referred to the reservations made by the representative of

Iraq.

We should like to say forthwith that we are grateful to the delegation of

Iraq for not haying submitted its reservations in the form of a draft resolution

or an amendment. We understand full well the situation as it was described by

the representative of Iraq. We have no doubt that, depending on the geographical

location of the states on whose behalf he spoke, those states can ccnstitute a

geographical entity. That is true.

If my delegation intervened in the debate, it was merely because we thought

we heard the representative of Iraq refer to the Arabs of two continents

in other words, African and Asian. My delegation can state that at Addis Ababa

the notion of North Africa was completely buried. No African would any longer

even think of referring to it. vYe had the example of the chorus of African

yoices raised against Mr. Galvao when he tried to speak of North Africa, Africa

south of the Sahara or South Africa.

Hence, we believe that the claims, as they have been formUlated, are an

internal matter which we should be able to settle among ourselves. The seats

wbich it is intended to reserve for Africa could be distributed among ourselves,

as Africans, on the basis of no other concept except the African concept.
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Middle East region was and continues to be an Arab seat. Since the statements

made at today's meetings are to be reproduced in full, I should like to make

clear my delegation1s position on the point raised by the representative of

Ira'l.

My delegation has always felt that the seat allocated to the Middle East

belongs to all the countries of that region and not to a group of specific

countries. Indeed} we have always said, and I repeat, that we cannot accept

a r.estrictive or extensive interpretation of the geographical term t'Middle Eastrl
•

Everyone knows that in 1946, when the notion of l1Middle East l1 was included

in the text of the well-known gentleman's agreement, that notion covered a

carefully limited number of countries, among which were Iran} Afghanistan and

Turkey} to which other countries of the region have been added subse~uent~ -

such as Cyprus} since it acceded to independence.

At the same time} I should like to draw attention to the fact that since

the gentleman's agreement was drafted} to my knowledge Iran and Turkey have

each had one term on the Security Council, under the gentlemants agreement,

filling the seat reserved for the Middle East.

I merely wished to make clear my delegation's position in this respect.



The CHAIRMAN (interpretation frcm French): I call .~ the representative

of Iraq in exercise of the right of reply.

Mr. PACHP~HI (Iraq): I do not want to prolpng the preceedings of

this Ccmmittee, but I would like to say the following.

The representative of the Ivory Coast said that the allocation of seats

for the African continent will be an internal matter among the Africans. I

mere~ want to remind him that in the draft resolution which he has co-sponsored

there is no divi$ion between Asia and Africa: there are five seats for African

and Asian states. Therefore) these five seats will be taken in one block.

There is no such thing,as so many seats for Asia and so many seats for Africa;

there is no such, thing) therefore) as an internal Asian question and an internal

African question. If there is any internal question) it is an internal

Afro-Asian question.

The representative of the Ivory Coast would not like a division among the

African States. Hell) we say that we would not like a division among the

Afro-Asian States. The Arap States, whether they are in Africa or in Asia)

are not something imaginary. They happen to be a group which is formally

recognized in the United Nations. The League of Arab states is a regional

organization officially recognized in the United Nations. The Arab States)

whether they are in Afr~ca or in Asia) are bound by a formal, legal agreement

which is still in force.

r do not want to pave a dialogue with the representative of the Ivory

Coast on this ~uestion.
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(Mr. Pachachi, Iraq)

There are five seats for Africa and Asia. The Secu~ity Council is being

expanded from 11 to 15. There are four additional seats. The reason why we

are adding four seats is in order to give rr-presen~~tion to those States that

have been adm~tted to the United NQtions since the gentlemenls ~reement of ~946

was concluded. And most of these States hap~en to come from Africa and Asia.

But the fifth seat that is allocated to Africa and Asia) in fact reflects the one

seat that ~as given in 1946 to that ar~a of the Middle East which includes

both parts of Asia and parts of Africa. And while I agree with the reFresentative

of Iran that the Middle East at that time was not restricted or confined to the

Arab States) the fact of the matter is that the Arab States have themselves increased

since 1946. 'I1e began in the United Nations with five members; we are thi:rteen

members and we may still increase. All I said was that on behalf of seven States,

which are not co-spnnsors of this resolution) we express the hop~ and indeed the

conviction, that one of the five seats given to African and Asian States ~ould

at least belong to an Arab State -- whether, it is from Africa or Asia does not

matter, but at least to one or these States. I think in view of the number of

the Arab States in the Organization and in view of the fact that a seat was given

to the Middle East) and ~ith all due respect to the representativ~ of Iran,

most of the countries of the Middle Ea.st hBJ?Fen to be Ara:b States. Therefore.,

~e ask that at least one seat be given to the Arab States. If there was a mention

of the Middle East, ~e would have been perfectly preJ?ared to go along with it

and without, in any way mentioning or specifying that that seat should go to the

Arab States. We would have gone along with the same spirit of the agreement of

1946. But in the absence of such a specific mention that that seat to the

Middle East, instead of being mentioned as the other seats from European States,

Latin l\merican States and Western States have been mentioned, was included within

the five seats from Africa and Asia) we felt that ve would like to make a

declaration on behalf of the seven Arab Sta.tes in the Middle East, expressing the

hope, and indeed the conviction that their legitimate desire would be. taken into

consideration when such seats are divided among the Members.



The meeting rose at 6.55 p.m.

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from French): On a point of order

I give the floor to the~representative of Ghana.
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Mr.QUAISON-SACKEY (Ghana): I beg to jllove formally that this meeting

be adjourned until four o'clock Monday afternoon.

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from French): The representative a;E' ..

Ghana has proposed that~we should adjourn this meeting until Monday at 4 p.m ••

If I hear no objections, I shall take it that the Comrnit~ee agrees with the

Ghanian proposal, and this meeting will stand adjourned.'·




